EARLY ATTEMPTS
The early attempts [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] as the basis of a simple solution to the purely topological problem of extending the meson topological expansion scheme to threequark baryons [1] , then from ideas based on QCD [2, 3] , and finally from attempts to extend to baryons the idea of the ordered S-matrix [4, 5] . These different approaches all led to essentially the same conclusion regarding the nature of surfaces of zero complexity, or zero entropy: the zero-entropy surfaces were those that could be generated from a disc by a finite number of operations, each of which consists of attaching two new discs to some linear portion of the boundary of the surface obtained from the proceeding operations, as indicated in Fig. 1 .
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Three Elementary surfaces
The surfaces that can be constructed by this procedure are called elementary surfaces [6] .
One defect of this identification of zero-entropy surfaces with elementary surfaces arises from the fact that an elementary surface is separated by a cut into two elementary surfaces if and only if the cut is a tree graph [6] . Thus if a non-tree-graph cut separates an elementary surface into two connected parts then these two parts are not both elementary (see Fig. 2 ).
Figure 2
An elementary surface separated into two parts by a non-tree-graph cut.
Non-tree-graph cuts disrupt, therefore, the entropy property that parts are never more complex than the whole, and prevent an orderly topological expansion in which the zero-entropy level is closed in the sense that the discontinuities of zero-entropy functions depend only on zero-entropy functions.
The ordered S-matrix approach leads to rules [3, 4] on the ways two zero-entropy surfaces can be joined together to give contributions to zero-entropy amplitudes. These rules are, however, where )Jik is a vector index associated with orbital angular momentum and oik is an associated o index that will be discussed later.
The function ZG(A) corresponding to an ortho graph G has the form To recover from (1) the meson result (3.9), of paper I but with the A of (3.9) now replaced by Z, one contracts, for each meson vertex i, the two spinor indices ('(j and 13k associated with the lines j and k that terminate and originate on vertex i, respectively, against the two associated spinor indices a.
• J .
-~· These equations define a labelling convention that will be used later.
By virtue of the ordering conventions established above the ordered set of arguments A. 
THE ZERO-ENTROPY PART OF M(A)
The physical scattering function An) ' = M(A)
corresponding to a set of n particles specified by the set of
is the connected part of the S-matrix element specified by these variables, times
The zero-entropy part of M(A) is given by the symmetrized sum of zero-entropy functions:
The sum is over all permutation operators P of the form The discontinuity formulas [7, 8, 9 ] specify that there is only one contribution from each set of topologically equivalent bubble 
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The factor Hg in (14) is
where j and e run over the internal and external particle edges of g, respectively. The factors and Pekin (15) are operators whose action is now described.
The set of variables A. ) as follows:
form of (23): In specifying the ordered level of the topological expansion, and all higher-order levels, the topological character of a contribution is completely characterized by the boundary structure and topological index A of the associated graph g, or g(g).
For specifying the zero-entropy level one must assign an ortho or para character sb to each guark line of g, and a permutation Pjk to each internal particle edge j of g, or g(g). This latter permutation is represented diagrammatically by "thickening" the particle edge into a ribbon lying on ~. and drawing on this ribbon the appropriate permutation, as illustrated in Fig. 6 .
The zero-entropy amplitudes are distinguished from the ordered amplitudes in several ways. Each "particle" j at the A.
J zero-entropy level is identified by a set of variables in which the linear order of the spin-flavor variables is fixed. At the ordered level each basic particle is specified by a set of variables that specifies a particle of the constituent quark model, and these latter particles are invariant under permutations of the quarks [and likewise the anti quarks] in the particle. On the other hand, the portion of any boundary or orbit lying between two vertices has a single well-defined flavor for any graph g 36 corresponding to a zero-entropy amplitude, whereas for graphs g corresponding to ordered amplitudes flavor is not necessarily conserved on the boundary in this way.
TOPOLOGICAL EXPANSION B
The topological classification scheme described in the preceding section involves placing the quark graphs G on surfaces that are everywhere locally topologically equivalent to parts of a plane.
Another possibility is to place the particle-quark graphs g(G) of the kind shown in Fig. 4 , and also the graphs constructed from them by product-composition, on "feathered" surfaces, which are surfaces containing junction lines at which three planar surfaces, called feathers, are joined. Consider next a term in the particle connection corresponding to a two-quark exchange of the kind denoted in Fig. 6 by It is represented by including in the surface L a twisted strip that forms a bridge between the outer boundaries of the affected feathers. This 38 bridge effects the required quark exchange.
Consider,finally, a term in the particle connection corresponding to a cyclic permutation of the kind represented in Fig. 6 by P+ or P . 
It is represented by including in

